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1. (Quasi)additivity properties of the Legendre–Fenchel transform and its inverse
For brevity, let T :“ p0,8q. Take any function L : T Ñ r´8,8s. To avoid unpleasant trivialities, assume
that
LpT q ‰ t8u; (1.1)
that is, for some t P T one has Lptq ă 8.
The Legendre–Fenchel transform L˚ of L may be defined by the formula
L˚pxq :“ sup
tPT
rtx´ Lptqs (1.2)
for all x P R, so that L˚pxq may take any value on the extended real line r´8,8s.
Next, introduce the function L˚´1, which is the generalized inverse of the Legendre–Fenchel transform
L˚, by the formula
L˚
´1
puq :“ inf ELpuq, where ELpuq :“ tx P R : L
˚pxq ě uu, (1.3)
for all u P R (recall that, according to the standard convention, for any subset E of R, inf E “ 8 if and only
if E “ H).
Take now any natural n and any functions L1, . . . , Ln mapping T into p´8,8s. Then introduce what we
shall refer to as the Ho¨lder convolution, L1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H Ln, by the formula
pL1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H Lnqptq :“ inf
! nÿ
j“1
αjLj
´ t
αj
¯
: pα1, . . . , αnq P Σn
)
˚Supported by NSA grant H98230-12-1-0237
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for all t P R, where
Σn :“
 
pα1, . . . , αnq P p0,8q
n :
řn
j“1 αj “ 1
(
.
The reason for using the term “Ho¨lder convolution” will be apparent later.
At this point, let us just note the following additivity property of the Ho¨lder convolution with respect to
the family of power functions (cf. [1]):
pr,a H pr,b “ pr,a`b (1.4)
for all real r ě 1 and a, b ě 0, where pr,aptq :“ patq
r for all t P T . An immediate application of (1.4) is
the following proof of the Minkowski inequality, say for any random variables (r.v.’s) X and Y and any real
r ě 1 (cf. [1]):
}X ` Y }rr ď Ep|X | ` |Y |q
r “ E pr,|X|`|Y |p1q
“ Eppr,|X| H pr,|Y |qp1q
“ E inf
0ăβă1
“
β pr,|X|
`
1
β
˘
` p1´ βq pr,|Y |
`
1
1´β
˘‰
ď inf
0ăβă1
E
“
β pr,|X|
`
1
β
˘
` p1´ βq pr,|Y |
`
1
1´β
˘‰
“ inf
0ăβă1
“
β pr,}X}r
`
1
β
˘
` p1´ βq pr,}Y }r
`
1
1´β
˘‰
“ ppr,}X}r H pr,}Y }r qp1q “ pr,}X}r`}Y }rp1q “ p}X}r ` }Y }rq
r.
The following theorem, which expresses an additivity property of the inverse of the Legendre–Fenchel
transform, is the main result in this paper.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the condition (1.1) holds with Lj in place of L, for each j P t1, . . . , nu. Then
pL1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H Lnq
˚´1 “ L1
˚´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ln
˚´1. (1.5)
Note that the right-hand of inequality is correctly defined, in view of property (e) in Proposition A.1.
Theorem 1.1 is based on the following proposition, which appears to be of independent interest as well.
Proposition 1.2. For any real x1, . . . , xn
min
`
L˚
1
px1q, . . . , L
˚
npxnq
˘
ď pL1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H Lnq
˚px1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xnq ď max
`
L˚
1
px1q, . . . , L
˚
npxnq
˘
. (1.6)
To quickly appreciate the relevance of Proposition 1.2 regarding Theorem 1.1, one can first make the easy
observation that the function L˚ is always nondecreasing (cf. Proposition A.1(c)). Consider now the easier
case when the functions L˚
1
, . . . , L˚n and pL1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H Lnq
˚ are continuous and strictly increasing. Suppose then
that for some real u and x1, . . . , xn and for all j P t1, . . . , nu one has L
˚
j pxjq “ u, so that xj “ L
˚´1puq. Then
Proposition 1.2 yields pL1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H Lnq
˚px1`¨ ¨ ¨`xnq “ u and hence pL1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H Lnq
˚´1
puq “ x1`¨ ¨ ¨`xn “řn
1
Lj
˚´1puq; cf. (1.5). Of course, here there will be some technical difficulties to overcome, since in general we
do not assume the additional conditions that the functions L˚
1
, . . . , L˚n and pL1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H Lnq
˚ are continuous
and strictly increasing and all the equations L˚j pxjq “ u for xj have solutions for all real u. However, as
shown in the proof of Theorem 1.1 below, these difficulties are not excessive.
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Take indeed any real x1, . . . , xn.
Consider the bijective correspondence
p0,8q ˆ Σn Q pt, α1, . . . , αnq ÐÑ t :“ pt1, . . . , tnq :“
`
t
α1
, . . . t
αn
˘
P p0,8qn, (1.7)
under which one has αj “ αjptq :“
1{tj
1{t1`¨¨¨`1{tn
for all j P t1, . . . , nu and t “ 1
1{t1`¨¨¨`1{tn
.
It follows that for
L :“ L1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H Ln (1.8)
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one has
L˚
`řn
1
xj
˘
“ sup
tą0
“
t
řn
1
xj ´ Lptq
‰
“ sup
 
t
řn
1
xj ´
řn
1
αjLj
`
t
αj
˘
: pt, α1, . . . , αnq P p0,8q ˆ Σn
(
“ sup
 řn
1
αjptq rtjxj ´ Ljptjqs : pt1, . . . , tnq P p0,8q
n
(
ď sup
 
max
1ďjďn
rtjxj ´ Ljptjqs : pt1, . . . , tnq P p0,8q
n
(
“ max
1ďjďn
sup
tją0
rtjxj ´ Ljptjqs “ max
1ďjďn
L˚j pxjq,
which proves the second inequality in (1.6). Somewhat similarly, the expression in the third line of the above
multi-line display is no less than
sup
 
min
1ďjďn
rtjxj ´ Ljptjqs : pt1, . . . , tnq P p0,8q
n
(
ě min
1ďjďn
sup
tją0
rtjxj ´ Ljptjqs “ min
1ďjďn
L˚j pxjq. (1.9)
To verify the inequality in (1.9) (which is in fact an equality), for each j P t1, . . . , nu take any real vj ă
suptją0rtjxj ´ Ljptjqs and then take any real tj ą 0 such that tjxj ´ Ljptjq ą vj , whence the supremum in
(1.9) is greater than min1ďjďn vj , for any real numbers vj less than suptją0rtjxj ´ Ljptjqs. Thus, the first
inequality in (1.6) is proved as well.
Now one is ready to complete
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Take any u P R. Recall the definition of the set ELpuq in (1.3) and let, for brevity,
E :“ ELpuq, z :“ inf E, Ej :“ ELj puq, zj :“ inf Ej , (1.10)
where L is as in (1.8) and j P t1, . . . , nu. Since the functions L˚, L˚
1
, . . . , L˚n are nondecreasing, each of the
sets E,E1, . . . , En is an interval in R whose right endpoint is 8, and the complements E
c, Ec
1
, . . . , Ecn of
these sets are intervals whose left endpoint is ´8.
On the other hand, by Proposition 1.2, the Minkowski sum E1`¨ ¨ ¨`En of the sets E1, . . . , En is a subset
of E, which yields z1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zn ě z. Quite similarly, E
c
1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ecn Ď E
c, which yields z1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zn ď z,
since supEcj “ inf Ej “ zj for all j and supE
c “ inf E “ z. We conclude that z1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zn “ z. It remains
to recall the definitions in (1.10) and (1.3).
Corollary 1.3. In the conditions of Theorem 1.1, suppose also that, for each j P t1, . . . , nu, Ljptq{t is
nondecreasing in t ą 0
`
in particular, this will be the case when Lj is convex with Ljp0`q ď 0
˘
. Then
pL1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Lnq
˚´1 ď L1
˚´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ln
˚´1.
This follows immediately from Theorem 1.1; indeed, if Ljptq{t is nondecreasing in t ą 0 for each j P
t1, . . . , nu, then L1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Ln ď L1 H . . . H Ln.
Instead of the definition (1.3) of the (smallest possible) version, L˚´1, of the generalized inverse of the
L˚, one can consider the following largest possible version of it, given by the formula
Ć
L˚´1puq :“ inftx P R : L˚pxq ą uu (1.11)
for all u P R. The functions L˚´1 and ĆL˚´1 are closely related:
Proposition 1.4. For any u P R
Ć
L˚´1puq “ L˚
´1
pu`q and L˚
´1
puq “ ĆL˚´1pu´q.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. Introduce the sets
Eu :“ tx P R : L
˚pxq ě uu and E˜u :“ tx P R : L
˚pxq ą uu;
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here and subsequently in this proof, u stands for an arbitrary real number. Then E˜u “
Ť
vąu Ev and
Eu “
Ş
wău E˜w. Hence, Ć
L˚´1puq “ inf E˜u “ inf
vąu
inf Ev “ inf
vąu
L˚
´1
pvq “ L˚
´1
pu`q; (1.12)
the second equality here follows because inf
Ť
SPS
S “ inf
SPS
inf S for any set S of subsets of R, whereas the
last equality in (1.12) is due to the function L˚´1 being nondecreasing
`
see Proposition A.1(f)
˘
. Somewhat
similarly,
L˚
´1
puq “ inf Eu “ sup
wău
inf E˜w “ sup
wău
Ć
L˚´1pwq “ ĆL˚´1pu´q;
the second equality here follows because, by Proposition A.1(c), the sets E˜w are intervals in R with the right
endpoint equal 8, and inf
Ş
IPI
I “ sup
IPI
inf I for any set I of such intervals.
It follows by Proposition 1.4 and Proposition A.1(e) that Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3 hold with
Č
Lj
˚´1
in place of L˚´1j . It further follows that these results will hold for any “weighted” generalized inverses of the
form p1´αqL˚´1j `α
Č
Lj
˚´1, for any fixed α P r0, 1s. However, in applications in probability as the one to be
presented in Corollary 2.2, one should prefer to use L˚´1j , the smallest member of this family of generalized
inverses – because, at least formally, this choice maximizes the left-hand side of inequality (2.6) and thus
provides the strongest version of that inequality.
On the other hand, it is straightforward to modify the proof of Theorem 1.1 so that to obtain its counter-
part for the largest generalized inverse directly, rather than via Proposition 1.4. Also, Proposition 1.4 allows
one to obtain an alternative proof of Theorem 1.1 (as originally stated, for the smallest generalized inverse),
based on the following proposition (for the largest generalized inverse).
Proposition 1.5. For any u P R
Ć
L˚´1puq “ Lˆpuq :“ inf
tą0
u` Lptq
t
. (1.13)
Indeed, for L as in (1.8) and for any u P R, twice using Proposition 1.5
`
and also the bijective correspon-
dence in (1.7)
˘
one has
Ć
L˚´1puq “ Lˆpuq “ inf
tą0
u`Lptq
t
“ inf
 
1
t
“
u`
řn
1
αjLj
`
t
αj
˘‰
: pt, α1, . . . , αnq P p0,8q ˆ Σnu
“ inf
 řn
1
u`Ljptjq
tj
: pt1, . . . , tnq P p0,8q
nu
“
řn
1
inftją0
u`Ljptjq
tj
“
řn
1
Č
Lj
˚´1puq,
(1.14)
so that one has (1.5) with
Č
Lj
˚´1 instead of Lj
˚´1.
Let us now present
Proof of Proposition 1.5. For any real u and x
L˚pxq ą u ðñ
`
Dt ą 0 tx´ Lptq ą u
˘
ðñ
`
Dt ą 0 x ą u`Lptq
t
˘
ðñ x ą inf
tą0
u`Lptq
t
;
thus, L˚pxq ą u ðñ x ą Lˆpuq. It remains to recall the definition (1.11) of ĆL˚´1.
Identity (1.13) was given by Rio [6, page 159] and [8, (4)] in the case when the function L is convex,
nondecreasing, left-continuous, and with Lp0q “ 0; also, it was tacitly assumed in the proof there that the
infimum in (1.13) is attained and the function L˚ is strictly increasing.
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2. Applications to probability
Take any real-valued random variable (r.v.) X and consider the corresponding Crame´r–Chernoff function
LX defined by the formula
LXptq :“ lnE e
tX (2.1)
for all t P p0,8q; thus, LX is the logarithm of the moment generating function of X . Note that LXptq P
p´8,8s for all t P p0,8q. Note also that the condition (1.1) is satisfied with LX in place of L if and only if
E etX ă 8 for some t P T , (2.2)
which will be henceforth assumed; then, by previous discussion, L˚Xpxq ą ´8 and L
˚´1
X puq ă 8 for all real
x and u.
By Markov’s inequality,
PpX ě xq ď expt´L˚Xpxqu (2.3)
for all x P R, with the convention expt´8u :“ 0.
Take now any real u and then any z P py,8q, where y :“ L˚´1puq and L :“ LX . Then there is xz P
p´8, zq such that L˚pxzq ě u. Since L
˚ is nondecreasing, it follows that L˚pzq ě u, for all z P py,8q. So,
PpX ą yq “ limzÓy PpX ą zq ď lim supzÓy expt´L
˚pzqu ď e´u. Therefore,
P
`
X ą LX
˚´1puq
˘
ď e´u (2.4)
for all real u. Thus, LX
˚´1
`
´ lnp1 ´ qq
˘
may be considered as an upper bound on the q-quantile of the
distribution of X , for any q P p0, 1q.
Comparing (2.3) and (2.4), one may ask as to whether one can write
P
`
X ě LX
˚´1puq
˘
ď e´u (2.5)
for all real u. A complete answer to this question is given by
Proposition 2.1. Take any u P R. Then inequality (2.5) fails to hold if and only if all of the following
conditions take place:
(i) xmax :“ sup suppX ă 8 (here, as usual, suppX denotes the support set of the distribution of X);
(ii) pmax :“ PpX “ xmaxq ą 0;
(iii) u ą ´ ln pmax.
A proof of Proposition 2.1 is given at the end of Appendix A.
Note that condition (i) of Proposition 2.1 is actually implied by its condition (ii), since the r.v. X was
assumed to be real-valued; however, it will be convenient to present condition (i) explicitly. It follows from
Proposition 2.1 that inequality (2.5) holds for all u P R whenever xmax is not an atom of the distribution of
the r.v. X ; in particular, that will be the case if suppX is not bounded from above.
One can now state
Corollary 2.2. Let X1, . . . , Xn be any r.v.’s such that the condition (2.2) is satisfied for all j P t1, . . . , nu
with Xj in place of X. Then for all u P R
P
`
X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn ą LX1
˚´1puq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` LXn
˚´1puq
˘
ď e´u. (2.6)
This follows immediately from (2.4) and Theorem 1.1. Indeed, by Ho¨lder’s inequality,
LX1`¨¨¨`Xn ď LX1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H LXn (2.7)
and hence, by (1.2) and (1.3),
`
LX1`¨¨¨`Xn
˘˚´1
ď
`
LX1 H ¨ ¨ ¨ H LXn
˘˚´1
. Now Theorem 1.1 yields`
LX1`¨¨¨`Xn
˘˚´1
puq ď LX1
˚´1puq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` LXn
˚´1puq (2.8)
for all u P R. It remains to use (2.4) (with X “ X1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Xn).
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The use of Ho¨lder’s inequality to obtain (2.7) should explain the term “Ho¨lder convolution”, used in this
paper for the operation H . This operation was implicitly used (for n “ 2) by Rio in his paper [5], which
originally inspired the present study. However, reasoning somewhat similar in spirit to that in the proof of
Theorem 1.1 was used earlier in the proofs in [3] and [4, Corollary 1]; cf. also [2, Propositions 3.1 and 3.8].
In the case when n “ 2 and X1 and X2 are centered non-degenerate r.v.’s with moment generating
functions (m.g.f.’s) finite in a neighborhood of 0, Rio [5, Lemma 2.1] proved (2.8) for u ą 0, which of course
implies (2.6) in this case. The assumptions that X1 and X2 be centered and non-degenerate r.v.’s with
mg.f.’s finite in a left neighborhood of 0 were removed in [7], and the proof was significantly shortened; in
fact, display (1.14) follows largely the lines of reasoning presented in [7]. Note also that [5, Lemma 2.1] was
used in [9].
Appendix A: Supplements and auxiliaries
First here, let us list some general properties of the functions L˚ and L˚´1:
Proposition A.1.
(a) L˚pxq ą ´8 for all x P R.
(b) L˚pxq Ñ 8 as xÑ8.
(c) The function L˚ is nondecreasing, convex, lower semi-continuous on R, and hence continuous on its
effective domain [10] dompL˚q :“ tx P R : L˚pxq ă 8u. Let
x8 :“ sup dompL
˚q, (A.1)
using the standard convention supH :“ ´8; so,
(i) dompL˚q “ p´8, x8q or (ii) dompL
˚q “ p´8, x8s. (A.2)
(d) The monotonicity of L˚ makes possible the definitions
u´8 :“ lim
xÑ´8
L˚pxq and u8 :“ lim
xÒx8
L˚pxq (A.3)
if x8 ą ´8; if x8 “ ´8 (i.e., if dompL
˚q “ H), let u8 :“ 8; thus, in any case ´8 ď u´8 ď u8 ď 8.
Moreover,
u8 “
#
8 if dompL˚q “ p´8, x8q,
L˚px8q if dompL
˚q “ p´8, x8s.
(A.4)
(e) L˚´1puq ď ĆL˚´1puq ă 8 for all u P R.
(f) The functions L˚´1 and ĆL˚´1 are nondecreasing on R and strictly increasing on the interval pu´8, u8q
(which may be empty).
Proof of Proposition A.1. Properties (a) and (b) in Proposition A.1 follow by (1.1).
Properties (c) are due to the fact that, by the definition (1.2), L˚ is the pointwise supremum of a family
of increasing affine functions on R.
The inequality u´8 ď u8 in part (d) follows from the monotonicity of L
˚, stated in part (c), the first line
in (A.4) follows by the lower semi-continuity of L˚ and (b), and the second line in (A.4) follows by (A.3)
and the continuity of L˚ on dompL˚q.
The first inequality in property (e) follows straight from the definitions (1.3) and (1.11) of L˚´1 and ĆL˚´1,
and the second inequality there follows from property (b).
Finally, concerning properties (f): that the functions L˚´1 and ĆL˚´1 are nondecreasing on R follows
trivially from the definitions, and the strict increase of these functions on pu´8, u8q follows because L
˚ is
nondecreasing on R and continuous on p´8, x8q, and L
˚ maps p´8, x8q onto an interval with the endpoints
u´8 and u8.
The following proposition deals with the important special case when L is convex and, at least partially,
strictly convex.
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Proposition A.2. Suppose that the function L is convex on p0,8q and strictly convex (and hence real-
valued) on an interval pt0, t1q such that 0 ă t0 ă t1 ă 8. For any t P pt0, t1q, let L
1ptq and L1pt´q denote,
respectively, the right and left derivatives of L at t. Let also L1pt0`q :“ limtÓt0 L
1ptq. Then the interval`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
is nonempty and the function L˚ is strictly increasing on
`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
. Moreover,`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
Ď dompL˚q and L˚ is strictly increasing on the entire interval
`
L1pt0`q,8
˘
X dompL˚q.
Proof of Proposition A.2. The strict convexity of L implies that L1 is strictly increasing and right-continuous
on the nonempty interval pt0, t1q. So, the interval
`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
is nonempty and for any x in this interval
one has
tx :“ L
1´1pxq :“ inftt P pt0, t1q : L
1ptq ě xu “ mintt P pt0, t1q : L
1ptq ě xu P pt0, t1q.
Clearly, tx is nondecreasing in x P
`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
, and
L1ptx´q ď x ď L
1ptxq (A.5)
for all x P
`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
.
Take any x P
`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
. The right derivative of tx ´ Lptq in t P pt0, t1q is x ´ L
1ptq, which is
greater than 0 for t P p0, txq and no greater than 0 for t P rtx,8q. So, tx´Lptq is increasing in t P pt0, txs and
non-increasing in t P rtx, t1q. Since tx´Lptq is concave in t P p0,8q, it follows that tx´Lptq is increasing in
t P p0, txs and non-increasing in t P rtx,8q. Thus,
L˚pxq “ txx´ Lptxq, (A.6)
for all x P
`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
.
Take now any x and y such that L1pt0`q ă x ă y ă L
1pt1´q. For brevity, let here s :“ tx and t :“ ty, so
that one has 0 ă t0 ă s ď t ă t1. If s “ t then L
˚pxq “ sx ´ Lpsq “ tx ´ Lptq ă ty ´ Lptq “ L˚pyq, which
yields L˚pxq ă L˚pyq. In the remaining case, when s ă t, recall (A.5) and write
L˚pyq ´ L˚pxq “ rty ´ Lptqs ´ rsx´ Lpsqs
ě rtL1pt´q ´ Lptqs ´ rsL1psq ´ Lpsqs
“ srL1pt´q ´ L1psqs `
ż t
s
rL1pt´q ´ L1pτqs dτ ą 0,
since s ą 0 and L1 is strictly increasing on pt0, t1q. Thus, in either case L
˚pxq ă L˚pyq.
This shows that indeed L˚ is strictly increasing on the open interval
`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
, which in turn
immediately implies that
`
L1pt0`q, L
1pt1´q
˘
Ď dompL˚q. The final sentence of Proposition A.2 follows
because of this general fact
`
implicitly used to obtain (A.6)
˘
: if a function f is convex on p0,8q, 0 ď a ă
b ď c ă 8, pa, cs Ď domf , and f is strictly increasing on pa, bq, then f is so on the entire interval pa, cs.
The following lemma seems to be of general interest; it will also be used in the proof of Proposition 2.1.
Lemma A.3. For brevity, let here L :“ LX and recall the definitions of x8 and u8 in (A.1) and (A.3).
Then
x8 “ xmax. (A.7)
Moreover, if condition (i) of Proposition 2.1 holds, then
u8 “ L
˚pxmaxq “ ´ ln pmax; (A.8)
if at that condition (ii) of Proposition 2.1 holds as well, then
L˚
´1
puq “
$’&’%
xmax if u P p´ ln pmax,8q,
xmax if u “ ´ ln pmax and pmax ă 1,
´8 if u “ ´ ln pmax and pmax “ 1.
(A.9)
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Proof of Lemma A.3. If for some real y one has y P pxmax,8q, then xmax P R and PpX ď xmaxq “ 1, whence
Lptq ď txmax for all t ą 0 and L
˚pyq ě suptą0rty ´ txmaxs “ 8. On the other hand, if y P p´8, xmaxq then
py :“ PpX ą yq ą 0 and hence Lptq ě ty` ln py for all t ą 0 and L
˚pyq ď ´ ln py ă 8. Thus, L
˚pyq “ 8 for
all y P pxmax,8q and L
˚pyq ă 8 for all y P p´8, xmaxq. Now (A.7) follows.
To prove (A.8), suppose that indeed xmax ă 8; then, by the definition of xmax in condition (i) of Propo-
sition 2.1, xmax P R. The first equality in (A.8) now follows by (A.4) and (A.7); indeed, (A.4) shows that
u8 “ L
˚px8q whenever x8 P R. Concerning the second equality in (A.8), one has PpX ď xmaxq “ 1 and
hence E expttpX ´ xmaxqu is non-increasing in t. Using this monotonicity and dominated convergence, one
sees that
expt´L˚pxmaxqu “ inf
tą0
E expttpX ´ xmaxqu “ lim
tÑ8
E expttpX ´ xmaxqu “ E ItX “ xmaxu “ pmax;
here expt´L˚pxmaxqu is naturally understood as 0 when L
˚pxmaxq “ 8. Thus, (A.8) is completely proved.
It remains to prove (A.9), assuming that xmax ă 8 and pmax ą 0, so that, by (A.8), u8 ă 8. Now (A.4)
and (A.2) yield dompL˚q “ p´8, x8s, whence, by (A.7),
dompL˚q “ p´8, xmaxs. (A.10)
Take any u P R.
If u P p´ ln pmax,8q then, by (A.8) and (A.10), L
˚pxmaxq ă u ă L
˚pxq for all x P pxmax,8q and hence
L˚
´1puq “ xmax.
Consider next the case when u “ ´ ln pmax and 0 ă pmax ă 1. Then, in view of (2.1) and (2.2),
L2ptqpE etXq2 “ EX2etX E etX ´ pEXetXq2 ą 0 (by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality) for all t in a right
neighborhood of 0, so that L is strictly convex in that neighborhood. Hence, by Proposition A.2 and (A.10),
the function L˚ is strictly increasing on a nonempty interval of the form px, xmaxs. So, since the function
L˚ is nondecreasing on R, it is strictly less than L˚pxmaxq on the interval p´8, xmaxq. Hence, by (1.3) and
(A.8), indeed L˚´1puq “ xmax if u “ ´ ln pmax and pmax ă 1.
Finally, if pmax “ 1
`
i.e., PpX “ xmaxq “ 1
˘
, then Lptq “ txmax for all t P p0,8q, L
˚pxq equals 0 for
x P p´8, xmaxs and 8 for x P pxmax,8q, so that L
˚´1puq equals ´8 for u P p´8, 0s and xmax for u P p0,8q.
In particular, L˚´1puq “ ´8 if u “ 0 “ ´ ln pmax.
Now one is ready for
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let again, for brevity, L :“ LX .
To prove the the “only if” part of Proposition 2.1, take any u P R violating (2.5). Then, by (2.4),
P
`
X “ L˚
´1
puq
˘
ą 0.
Therefore and because the r.v. X was assumed to be real-valued, necessarily
L˚
´1
puq ą ´8, (A.11)
which, by the definition of u´8 in (A.3), in turn implies u ą u´8, so that the interval pu´8, us is nonempty.
If now u ă u8 then the interval pu´8, us is contained in the interval pu´8, u8q, on which, by Proposi-
tion A.1(f), the function L˚´1 is strictly increasing. So, for any v P pu´8, uq one has L
˚´1puq ą L˚´1pvq
and hence
P
`
X ě L˚
´1
puq
˘
ď P
`
X ą L˚
´1
pvq
˘
ď e´v,
by (2.4) with v in place of u; letting now v Ò u, one obtains (2.4), which contradicts the assumption on u.
Thus, it is necessary that u P ru8,8q. Then, of course, u8 ă 8, which, in view of (A.4), means that case
(ii) in (A.2) takes place, whence necessarily x8 P R. So, by (A.7), condition (i) of Proposition 2.1 holds.
Further, by (A.8), u8 “ ´ ln pmax and hence u P r´ ln pmax,8q.
If u “ ´ ln pmax and pmax ă 1 then, by (A.9), L
˚´1puq “ xmax and hence P
`
X ě L˚´1puq
˘
“ P
`
X ě
xmax
˘
“ P
`
X “ xmax
˘
“ pmax “ e
´u, so that (2.5) holds. If u “ ´ ln pmax and pmax “ 1 then, by (A.9),
L˚
´1puq “ ´8, which contradicts (A.11).
We conclude that any u P R violating (2.5) must satisfy condition (iii) of Proposition 2.1 as well. Thus,
the “only if” part is proved.
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The “if” part of Proposition 2.1 follows immediately by Lemma A.3. Indeed, if pmax :“ PpX “ xmaxq ą 0
and u ą ´ ln pmax, then the right-hand side of (2.5) is strictly less pmax “ P
`
X “ xmax
˘
, whereas, by (A.9),
the left-hand side of (2.5) equals P
`
X ě xmax
˘
, which is no less than P
`
X “ xmax
˘
. Proposition 2.1 is now
completely proved.
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